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Summary 
 

LyricFind has deals with 5000 publishers worldwide to license  
the digital and online use of lyrics to websites and digital  
platforms/apps. Their powerful API uses micropayments for  
every lyric display to pay the correct rights holder. Their  
model is business to business and few people even within  
the music industry were aware that lyric display requires a  
royalty payment.  

 
PR Challenge 

LyricFind hired us to raise their profile for both sides of the  

equation: publishers and clients (tech companies, streaming 

services, and lyric websites). Monetizing lyrics is a relatively  

new practice, so many in the industry, including journalists,  

were not aware of the revenue stream. Furthermore, this is  

the type of business that journalists avoid because explaining  

it is “too in the weeds.” When we were brought on, LyricFind  

had spent years ironing out the business model and technology  

and our charge was to finally put a public face and messaging  

strategy in place.  

 

Our Approach 

1. Partnership announcements to show growing traction  
      within the industry. 
2. Benchmarks to show growth and impact. 
3. A comic book to playfully explain a complex business model. 
4. Data and infographics to show cultural trends that can be  
       explained through lyric search. 
  

 

Results 

Our announcement of a partnership with Google which places  

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL 
 

“The best monthly 
retainer we’ve  

ever spent.” 
 

–Darryl Ballantyne, CEO 
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LyricFind’s lyric search results above any other Google results garnered close to 100 articles.  
We recently got some great placements with two holiday-themed announcements. One  
included the top songs of heartbreak and love for Valentine’s Day. For President’s Day, we 
released information about which presidents were namedropped in the most lyrics. Obama 
won and we saw pickup in Billboard, Complex, Yahoo Entertainment, and dozens more.  
 

Press Releases  

You can read all of the press releases we have written for LyricFind on their Online Press Kit.  
Here is a sampling of press releases we have written and pitched on their behalf. 
 
LyricFind and BPI to Partner Showcase the Power of Song Lyrics Through The BRITs, Mercury 
Prize and BPI Sales Certifications 
Top Love & Heartbreak Song Lyrics This Valentine's Day 
Lyrics Everywhere: LyricMerch lets fans wear, sip from, and even shower with the words to their 
favorite songs 
 

Press Coverage 

 

We’ve landed 237 articles for LyricFind to date. Here are just a few: 
 
Billboard- Obama Is the Most Name-Dropped President in Music, Plus 5 of the Other Most 
Popular Presidents in Music History 
Complex- Of Course Obama is the Most Name-Dropped POTUS in Music 
Forbes—Looks that Rock at Coachella 
Fast Company—Google Search Results Now Display Song Lyrics 
Hollywood Reporter—‘Despacito’ Has Most Viewed Lyrics of 2017 
Performer Magazine—How to Turn Your Lyrics into Revenue with LyricFind 
USA Today—Canada Seizes Chance to Skim Talent from Disaffected US Tech Companies 
The Economist—Lyric Sharing Deals Aim to Support Songwriters 
Songwriting Magazine—Research Shows Role of Lyrics in Streaming 
Entertainment Business Podcast—Merchandising Wizardry with Darryl Ballantyne 
 

 

See more in the Press section of their OPK here: 
http://lyricfind.rockpaperscissors.biz 
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